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Opening up the ECB will undermine its independence 

The European Central Bank is the only major monetary authority in the world that does not 

publish the detailed minutes of its proceedings nor the voting record of the members of its 

decision-making body. The discussions which have been recently started by some ECB 

governing council members have raised expectations that major changes will soon be 

introduced. These expectations may be disappointed. 

The publication of the minutes and the voting record aim at two main objectives. The first 

is to enhance central bank communications with a view to increasing the predictability of 

monetary policy and reduce undesired financial market volatility, especially due to major 

policy changes. Over recent years central banks have adopted several measures to 

increase market participants’ ability to forecast monetary policy decisions, such as the 

definition of a clear numerical objective, the publication of forecasts for the underlying 

economic developments and the models used for such forecasts, the holding of press 

conferences and the publication of economic reports. More recently, central banks have 

started implementing “forward guidance”, which aims at pre-announcing a specific interest 

rate path over a given time horizon. Research shows that such increased central bank 

transparency has increased monetary policy predictability. 

However, there is very little – or no – evidence that the publication of the minutes and 

voting records improves the ability of market participants to predict monetary policy. There 

is no evidence that those central banks that publish such details have a better record in 

terms of predictability than those who do not. 

The second reason for publishing the detailed minutes and the individual voting records is 

to increase the accountability of central banks, in order to balance their independence. The 

accountability of unelected officials is generally exercised with respect to elected bodies, in 

particular those who nominate them, and to the public at large. This is where the Frankfurt-

based ECB differs substantially from the central banks of countries such as Japan and the 

UK, but also those with federal systems such as the US. 



The main difference between the US and European accountability systems relates to the 

nomination procedure. The members of the ECB’s executive board are nominated by the 

European Council, after vetting by the European parliament, a procedure broadly similar to 

the US board of governors who are nominated by the president. However, the 17 other 

members of the ECB’s governing council, ie the governors of the national central banks, 

are nominated by their country according to different procedures. In the US instead, the 

presidents of the US regional Federal Reserve banks are nominated by their respective 

boards which in turn are largely designated by the Fed board in Washington. 

It is important to note that the seven members of the Fed board of governors represent a 

majority within the 12-member Federal Open Market Committee, as only five of the 12 

regional bank presidents have the right to vote at each meeting. This is particularly 

relevant in light of the customary practice according to which the governors sitting in 

Washington tend to vote together with the Fed chairman on key policy issues. In the ECB, 

instead, the executive board has about a fourth of the votes (six out of 23) in meetings of 

the governing council and any pre-set coalition between its members would be negatively 

perceived by the others. 

Another difference is that the regional Fed banks in the US have jurisdiction over 

groupings of states while in the eurozone each national central bank is associated with 

only one country. 

This all suggests that the positions taken individually by the regional Fed presidents are 

less relevant for the conduct of the US monetary policy than those taken in the eurozone 

by the national central bank governors. Furthermore, after 100 years of Federal Reserve 

practice and the degree of economic, financial and political integration achieved in the US, 

the media, public opinion and elected politicians do not generally associate regional bank 

presidents with specific local interests. This is not the case in the eurozone, which has 

existed for less than 14 years and where national interests have become increasingly 

relevant amid the greatest economic crisis since world war two. 

The risk that individual members of the ECB’s governing council are associated with their 

respective nationality, thereby undermining the independence of the central bank, became 

evident in May 2010, when a dissenting view was publicly expressed against Frankfurt’s 

decision to intervene in the secondary market of Greek, Irish and Portuguese government 

bonds. That event did not improve the ECB’s ability to communicate its policies to the 

markets. On the contrary, the public expression of a dissenting view has increased the 

confusion concerning the central bank’s determination to implement its policy. It has also 

increased the suspicion that the ECB’s independence was undermined. 



This should discourage the ECB from providing greater details in the future on its voting 

procedures and records. Incidentally, such details are currently provided neither by other 

collegial European institutions such as the European Commission or the Court of Justice. 

However, this does not mean that the ECB’s communications cannot be further improved, 

for instance by providing greater details about the discussion underlying the key policy 

decisions, in particular the main arguments and also the counter arguments eventually put 

forward by those that did not agree. 

Going beyond these steps, at this stage, could trigger other types of problems. These are 

not the times for running such risks. 
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